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It has been said that when religions are faced with new discoveries challenging their authority,
they react in three predictable
stages: first, "It's not true;"
second, ''It's wicked;'' and third,
''We knew it all along so why ITEke a
fuss about it?" A rEml.Ii<ably similar process is currently taking
place amongst True Believers in the
religion of so-called "Senoi dream
control."
Their first protest,
when reports began to appear in the
late 1970's denying that the Senoi
tribe of Malaysia really practice
dream ITEnipulation, was to accuse
the "milataristic Malaysian government" of suppressing both the
gentle aborigines and their secret
of non-violence. It was even seriousl y suggested that all visitors, including professional researchers, were ushered into jungle
"concentration camps" where brainwashed Teniar,
speaking through
governrent interpreters, denied all
knowledge of a dream control culture. Great care was taken, so the
story went, to see that outsiders
never penetrated to the hidden
ramant of Teniar /Senoi who had
escaped fran government surveillance to keep their traditions alive
in the jungle depths.
When all such wish-fufilllrent
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fantasies had been exposed as nonsense - and we can personally
attest to the fact that there are
no brainwashed Teniar living in
concentration camps, and that anyone who is seriously interested
can visit the deepest jungle villages without finding any trace of
dream control - the arnr.hair ranantics progressed to stage 2. It is
wicked, they now argue, to impugn
the scientific reputations of those

two great anthropologists,
Pat
Noone and Kilton Stewart, and their
classic research of the 19?D' s; if
contemporary Temiar don't practice
dream ITEnipulation, it must ITffiil
that their ancient culture has been
destroyed by modernisation.
Well, we have now spent over a
year in ~aysia, living and working in Taniar villages without any
government interpreters to distort
the record or officials whose precont. on w. 2
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cont. fran pg. 1
sence might have imposed inhibitions, and it would be hard to
irmgine a people rrme dedicated to
preserving their traditions intact
despite all the changes going on
around tffin. We spent night after
night listening to tales of olden
days or joining in their frequent
trance/dance 928Sions in which
dream-inspired songs are used to
call spirits, and our ~lcane 'vK>uld
have been short-lived had ~ not
scrupulous!y observed their t~
hallowed rituals and taboos. We
!TBde a special point of talking to
elders who could recall the 1930's,
and one of then, who actually told
his drearrs to Noone and St&'8rt,
becarrE a key informant in our investigations. We also sought out the
drEEJrers naiiEd by St&'8rt in his
FhD thesis, finding t'vK> of than
still living and interviewing the
families of others.
Sadly, ~ !lUSt report that not a
single Temiar recalled any form of
drE'B!Tl control education in childhood or any such practice amongst
adults; in fact they veharently
denied that drE'B!Tl llBnipulation has
ever been part of their culture.
And drearrs play such an integral
part in their whole religious life
that ~ cannot conceive of a llBjor
dream-practice being allowed to
fade into oblivion when the religion itself is so very nuch alive.
There is an elaborate Temiar lore
for interpreting drE'BillS as warnings
or arens (though only the sharran' s
interpretations have ever been given serious credence), and great
heed has always been prid to anyone
receiving a song or dance in
drearrs,
for this indicates the
arergence of a new sharran to invoke
spirits for healing or protection
of the villiage.
But no-one,
absolutely no-one,
'v.QUld ever have prestJTEd to ask for
still less damnd, such a gift fran
a drE'B!Tl character, as Western "Senoi drE'B!Tl theory" advocates. This
'vK>uld be high heresy for Taniar
religion, in which the gunig or
protective spirit always chooses
its hU!IBil vehicle and would be
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repelled by any hint of coercion;
in fact the TEmiar abhor coercion
of any kind, dreaming or waking.
They disniss as nonsense the idea
that children can be trained to
confront hostile dream-characters,
and boggle at the idea of converting such a figure into a gunig by
fighting or killing it. en a rrore
mundane level, they deny any tradition of offering gifts next day to
neighbors who have threatened or
attacked than in drearrs, and they
can !lBke no sense of the notion
that sex drE'BillS "should" always end
in orgasn. For sane Temiar, indeed,
succumbing to sex in a dream is
interpreted as seduction by a bad
spirit,
and all our informants
insisted that incestuous dream sex
IXJrtends disaster. Nor!TBll y a good
sex dream is either taken literally
or interpreted as a kill in tarorrow's hunt.
Another point ~ took special
pains to probe was whether Taniar
culture had ever given any place to
what is now in the West called
drE'B!Tl lucidity, awareness within a
dream that one is drE'B!Tling. We
frarred our questions very carefully
(an essential precaution in any
investigation like this) and ~e
interested to find that llBnY Temiars, and notably all our sha!lBn
infor!TBnts, understood at once what
we were asking. In other 'vK>rds,
they had no difficulty in grasping
that one might have such awareness
in a dream - but they anphatically
denied that it played any part in
their tradition. As one old and
reputedly powerful tiger-shaman put
it, when a dream character speaks
or teaches you a song, it seems at
the tilre like an ordinary person or
anirml (and as ~ all know, there
is nothing odd about anirmls speaking in drE'BillS) . Chly on waking is
the figure interpreted as a spirit
guide , and waking interpretation
- disnissed as irrelavant by llBnY
Western dream control advocates is central to all Taniar dream
lore.
As rrore and rrore evidence along
these lines reaches Western litera-

ture (and there is plenty rrore
still to cane), True Believers are
rroving to Stage 3 - "Why all the
fuss?" Ibes it !TBtter what those
little people in Malaysia do or
did? They have served, through the
writings of St&'8rt and others, to
provide an inspiring myth of noble
savages fran whcm the West might
learn the art of self-improvement
through drE'B!Tl llBnipulation.
Now
we've got started, and have found
the techniques 'vK>rk for us, we can
conveniently dump the real Senoi.
Perhaps, if you've no qualms of
conscience about committing intellectual genocide - but in any
event we lll\.ISt put a ban on the
misuse of their natre, which prorxrnents of dream control seem reluctant to do. Just enclosing the word
"Senoi" in inverted canrns isn't
good enough, for the real Senoi
have a real dream culture of which
they are very proud, and they becane quite indignant when they hear
their natre identified with concepts
utterly alien to their own. Srne
srnrt leaders even suggested to us
that their newly-formed tribal association could sue, or perhaps
insist on a royalty fran every book
or workshop that takes their narre
in vain! M?anwhile, writings are
already in the pipeline, fran ourselves and others, which will bring
real Senoi drE'B!Tl culture firmly
into Western literature, so nothing
but confusion can come fran retaining the natre for psychological
techniques invented in America.
Howard Rovic' s term "American Senoi
dreamwork" lll\.ISt surely be the ulti!TBte confusion and the deepest
ethnic insult, for the values of
real Senoi drE'B!Tl culture are poles
apart fran the
self-improvement
cults of the contemporary West.
The argurrent that the 'v.Qrd "Senoi" is oo firmly entrenched in the
literature as a synonym of dream
control that it will have to stay
is sheer evasion. There is still
tilre to set the record straight and
we shall see that it is done in the
new editions of Anne's books Dream
?ower and The Dream G=:nre - in fact
cont. on pg. 3
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cont. frcxn pg. 2
this was the rmin reason why v.e
took time out to visit Malaysia.
~le
perhaps Dream Network
Bulletin could hold a competition
for an alternative tenn to describe
dream manipulation
techniques.
"Stewart dreamwork" has already
been suggested, but this too could
be misleading, for IIDilY ideas found
in m:xlern s:r-called Senoi dream
workshops have little connection to
his writings. (The puzzle of how
Stewart reached his conclusions is
another fascinating story, to be
told elsewhere in due course).
Prooobl y the only truly oonest way
out will be for every group leader
to take personal responsibility for
whatever technique he or she wishes
to pranote, and let thEfll stand
entirely on their own feet.
As far as real Senoi dream culture, we believe it will be of far
rrore than acadEfllic interest in the
West, Precisely because it involves
concepts quite different from those
of contEfilPOrary psychology. While
v.e ourselves do not yet tmderstand
fully the experiential IJBIDing of
the camrunion with nature-spirits
which the Senoi claim to en joy in
their
dreans and trance/dances,
still less what these spirits "really" IJEai1 in psychological or theological tenns. there 8eEfilS to be no
doubt that the sharrnn., and through
h:im the rest of his people, can
tune in to the natural enviroll!IEflt
in subtle ways quite unkoown to
rrost Westerners. (A notable exception 8eEfllS to have been William
Blake, who anticii:Bted Senoi sharranisn in his vision of nature's
"fearful synnetry" as a tiger burning in the forests of the night.)
We both had IIDilY dreams of strange
mystical intensity while living in
the jungle,
convincing us that
these gentle people and their strange religion had touched off
same
long-neglected faculty for "spiritual camrunion" with nature. And is
it not just same such faculty,
rather than rrore techniques of
control, which is essential to save
our planet from destruction?

was my love for nature.

A mEAM Fm SHF--HFAI..IK;

by Elan Golrnb

My life has been haunted by the
spectre of the loss of self.
What
do I IJEai1 by self? A feeling of
solidity, of being able to feel
one's ONn feelings, of being in
contact with other people and with
the war ld.
It 8eEfllS so sjmple and
yet the self can be lost subtly, by
degrees and inches.
&:netmes one
does not even notice the change
directly.
Chly the \oK>rld 8eEfilS a
little greyer, then less interesting, and ultirrately threatening.
As a child, from my youngest
period, my self was assaulted by
perpetual I:Brental attack. Nothing
of mind or body went unscathed. My
father was a relentless critic, my
rrother given to periodic attacks of
rage followed by stints of unhealthy,
indulgent rei:Bration. What
originally saved me from suicide,
drug addiction or bona fide rradness

I was
nourished by the natural \oK>r ld like
a hurran child raised arrong \oK>lf
cubs.
For me it was dragon flies,
my pets, the soft eyes of grazing
cONs.
Today, after IIDilY years of
"self work," the issue of the preservation of self still arises and
in surprising contexts.
For example, I had been dating a
I1Bil towards whan I was beginning to
feel same fondness.
At the same
time I found his habit of silence
and withdrawal as y.ell as his detached way of speaking, depriving and
frustrating.
~was an aristocratic I1Bil, son of a Presbyterian
minister, and a college teacher.
Although deeply depressed about the
irrnEnent loss of his post, he was
accustomed to a kind of robotic,
locker roam stoicisn.
I also was
in subtle competition with h:im due
to the feelings aroused in me by
his frequent allusions to blood
lines and family accanplislJrents.
It 8eEfilS that I had \.II1COflOCioosly
:imbibed my father's share at being
a "greenhorn," an irrmigrant off the
boot.
He found my d€fll8nds and open em:rtionality terrifying in the extraJE. Needless to say, I hurt him
far rrore than I had intended and
without even realizing it. When he
broke the relationship after a
period of stony withdrawal and
depresssion, I was I:Brt!Y relieved
by his dei:Brture, I:Brtiy upset at
the tangible fruits of my behavior.
Jb.lever, I had not care to grips
with the effect my treatment of him
had upon my ONn self. I had returned happily to the \oK>rld of socializing, none the wiser for my experience when I had the follONing
dream:
I was in the classroom of an art·
school in a building of stone, late
Victorian.
A I1Bil was about to
teach an art class.
I contested
with him for his position and sueceded in taking over. The teaching
rraterials and the teacher himself
v.ere large Leger I:Bintings, bright
and beautiful constructions of pea·-~---~-
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I
ple drawn to resemble machines.
canI
Was
began to feel anxious.
petent to teach such a class? Did
I want the responsibility? All the
while, I should add, my beloved old
terrier rrrutt, ~key, was 1ying at
my feet.
It dawned on ll'E with relief,
that I didn't need the position. I
declined it and strode into the
next rcx:m, euphoric and self-congratulatory. I thought, ''How easi1y I have reroved myself fran the
consequences of besting this man
and undone the damages." When I
returned fran my ready state I
looked around. My dog was not with
AlarJl'Ed I rushed into the next
ll'E.
Not
roan where I had left him.
there. Then the next. I flew down
the stairs into the front hall
where the door was arrinousl y a jar.
I pictured ~y running up to
people, frantically trying to find
poor of scent and sight, lost.
ll'E,
He was saiE\Vhere down below in the
mist-shrouded town. I stood on the
stoop wailing his nanE, ''F£fie ••• Effie!" No response. The cobblestone street \oK)Ufld down and round
Two
the steep hill out of sight.
stray dogs ran towards ll'E heighteI
ning the poignancy of my loss.
awakened fran sleep crying out his
nanE. I was grieving.
later that day, in recalling the
dream, I had a jolt. The nanE I
had been calling was not that of my
dog, ~y, but a contraction of
my own (Elan Fhoebe = Effie) , a
nanE I had made up and given to my
first doll. What is the role of my
first doll and my beloved rrrutt in
the context of my dream and the
loss of my lover?
First, I adored my doll Effie.
She awaited ll'E when I caJl'E hare
fran the alien war ld of nursery
school. She pranised perfect undesymbiosis.
perfect
rstanding,
There was so rrruch love in her round
Even if I wasn't holblue eyes.
ding her, I was aware of her nearA guardian figure, a twinning
by.
of myself and an idealized version
of the t-bther unlike my own depres--
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sive and ferocious mother who had
In SO!lE
scared ll'E half to death.
way, Effie guaranteed the survival
She reflected my own
of my self.
existence in her constant thereness. The self cannot exist in a
It must be reflected in
vacuum.
the eyes of sareone who cares even
if that care only be echoed in
dreams and fantasies.
My love for Effie had led ll'E to
mother her and like all good manmies, I had to bathe my little
girl. As a result of this bath the
pink had left her beautiful cheeks
and her voice box no longer cried
''t-bm" when she was bent over and
In 8aiP way, she
raised up again.
now was even closer to ll'E, damaged
I felt
and incanplete as I was.
had
bad about the changes I
wrought. Indeed, I felt the horror
of the parent who has inadvertently
Still, I loved
damaged her child.
She had
Effie whole heartedly.
lost no value in my eyes.
Che day, when I returned fran
school, I ran for my Effie as I
ShocShe was gone.
always did.
ked, I turned to my mother for an
She told ll'E quite
explanation.
innocently, and even with pleasure,
that since Effie was worn, she had
been given away and that very day
would be replaced by a "new" doll,
How could my
a "better" doll.
Effie ever be replaced? So my
mother gave ll'E a fancy Toni doll
with platinum hair and hard blue
I went through the motions
eyes.
of receiving her like a happy zanI can't rEID31lber my grief at
hie.
the till'E. There seens to be a hole
in merory, a suspension and a terTo avoid going mad
rible longing.
or attacking my frightening mother
who had unconscious! y operated to
make ll'E feel that I could not survive without her, I had only cried
I had to
a little, pitiously.
My self
choose a little death.
died a little since I could not
My father's
express my feelings.
reaction was ''You shouldn't, nay
couldn't be feeling ..• " what I was
in fact feeling.
When the self's reactions are

questioned by these great gods, the
it begins to question
parents,
The
itself. The split begins.
true, real feelings of the self are
buried deep under the ground. The
self is sacrificed for parental
acceptance.
My second childhood love was for
my dog 8m:key and he fully reciprocated. At the till'E, I was isolated
fran other children. I didn't dare
I lived for my
reach out to them.
my tiny alligator, ''Uncle
pets:
Al," and a new kitten brought fran
This kitten would
the country.
dash up and down the French drapes
in the living roan leaving a series
of srnll, tear-shaped holes. My
grandmother who lived with us was
afraid of the alligator. The little, lizardy creature frequently
escaped his shallow tank and scurried about the roans. He was toothless and harmless. And then there
was ~key.
It happened that my mother was
in one of her characteristic rages
that renounced and destroyed what
She announced that all
she loved.
the pets must go and telephoned the
pound. I fell into a state of desperate terror, one of those rare
till'Es when I knew I rrrust go against
I knew that I shouldn't try
her.
to save thEm all. That wouldn't be
I triaged, barricading
allowed.
A
myself in my rcx:m with ~key.
heavy dresser was pushed against
the door and my SIBll body braced
behind it. My mother furiously
thrust at it with her shoulder
while I held on. ~key barked and
barked. It was a piece of hell. I
heard the door bell ring, a man's
When I arerged
voice, footsteps.
fran my rcx:m, no cat and no alligaThe fish tank gleall'Ed coaly
tor.
in the corner of the dining rcx:m.
Although I still had ~key, the
security of my attachll'Ent to him
had been threatened. Would there
be another raid? The ground for
self which is vested in loved creaThankful! y this
tures was shaken.
one object of love was allowed to
remain with ll'E for its natural span
on earth.
cont. on pg. 5
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cont. from pg. 4
why had the break with my boyfriend raised such profound issues
such deep liBIDries? My dream was
trying to tell me that I had lost
yet another loved creature, even if
my conscious mind was denying his
worth; that in harming him, in the
method I adopted, I was betraying
and losing myself.
The rrethod of
correcting, criticizing and reshaping, however mildly applied, is
that which my pgrents had applied
to rre, alJmst wiping me out altogether.
The sharre, the pity, is tht
given the opportunity to deal with
my boyfriend who was weaker than
myself, in response to my frustration with him, I mimicked thEm.
This is a function of an "identification with the aggressor," "introjection" of the brutal personnae of
those great gods of childhood.
We
lmowingly reenact that which has
been done to us on the beings of
our lovers and our children which
is how neurosis is passed from
generation to generation.
Instead
of feeling our own helplessness, we
identify with our sadistic caretakers and pass the punishrent on.

When this happens, we lose contact with ourselves.
The love I
bear for myself is the sarre love,
the only love I can give another.
I can only hurt another if I have
lost contact with myself for the
core of the individual is the sarre
as and touches the self of all. By
desensitizing myself to the pain of
my boyfriend, I lost contact with
myself as a loving person, my connection to all the Effies and 8nnkeys I've ever known.
The Leger figures of the dream
represent the unfeeling state which
my boyfriend had achieved, a role
which I adopted in competing with
him. The glarrorous robot is held in
great esteEm in our society.
By
creating arotional alienation, by
depersonalizing each other, we exploit and abuse.
We do it to ourselves.
We fit in as robotic cogs

see .

in a ITBterialistic society. We
ourselves as having a certain ITBrket value in te!lffi of age, l!Dney,
brains or beauty.
Because such
values are external, relative and
changeable, our sense of self, our
"true self, " must be weakened.
By
seeing my boyfrind as a glal!Drous
robot, I did not see nor feel the
sensitive hllliBil being hiding behind
the facade.

AQult frustration can raise the
destructive rage of the unloved
child.
I cannot see the suffering
self within the na:hanical behavior
of another if I have shielded myself fran the suffering self within
rre.
Even though it involves pain,
it is the pain of being. When I
eliminate the robotic habits which
tie rre to my pgrents in destructive
isolation, I can forgive than for
what they have done to rre in their
own daiTBged ignorance.
My dream rEminded rre to stay in
touch with that which has real
value, with that which ITBkes rre
real:
compassion for and union
with others, concern for the anirrBl
(physical) warld which depends upon
us as its stewards and in tum,
upon which our own survival depends; it rEminds rre that my self
has anirrBl, bodily needs for pleasure and care.
In my flirtation
with the oochine life, in my continuing aggressive competitiveness,
I might lose evPrything.
I might
lose my self.

----------ANICIPATICN CF CXNI'ACT
My narre is Ralph Johnson and I
am writing to you seeking sore
direction. In 1SB1 I was struck
down by an autaJDbile and pgralyzed
fran the upper shoulders on down.
As you ITBY well iiTBgine, it is a
serious injury that damnds a great
deal of coping and adaption. In
Ik. 1SB2 I received a copy of Seth
Speaks, and as I read through its
pages a feeling of trarendous potentiality (as best I can describe
it) overwhelmed rre. I felt
I
needed to contact sareone or sarething, in a way in which I was whol1y unfamiliar. Although I did not
know it, Seth had planted a seed
that soon would becare a source of
great frustration for rre.
Soon, receiving no clues as to
what sort of encounter I was seeking, I began trying to discern for
myself exactly what this feeling
rreant and how I could satiate the
nagging in my mind that kept urging
rre to seek out this unknown. Srnetirre later, after a few unusual
dreams, it becarre evident that it
was a person I was anticipating,
l!Dre than a thing. Unfortunately, I
had been a rather quiet and uninvo1ved person before my accident
which left rre with few or no avenues of investigation. My physical
handicap and shyness denies rre ITBnY
of possible ways in which to camunicate, beyond what you see here.
Although you ITBY suppose that I
am seeking a psychic healer, and
while I would welcare one with open
arms, it is not the ITBin point of
this appeal, which is for psychic
develop€ID211t and spiritual awareness. I am writing for a copy of
''mE". M:tude Cardwell of the Austin
Seth Center recarJTE11ded it to rre.
If you know of anyone in my area
who would be interested in contacting rre for any of the above reasons, please give thEm my address.
RALFH JGINSCN
'500 MARY EiilN
RCX:HESIER, MI. 4a:x)3
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to my grandmother's house in Brooklyn, where I spent alternate weekends when I was very little. I was
grown up, wearing a tight red dress
and was feeling extrEm21y anxious
and frightened."

NEW DIREITICNS IN mFAM WE<
By Helene Fagin, C.S.W.
Quring the course of my professional develoJlieilt as a psychoanalyst, I attended a training institute where I took a course with Dr.
t-bntague illlrrnn called ''The Experiential Dream Group." This e~
rience was a profoundly moving one
in which a group of student analysts worked on their own dreams in
a new and exciting way, unlike the
methods based on Freud's dire warning against the use of ''rranifest
content" (the dream as reported by
the dreamer) on the assurrption that
it disguises the true meaning of
the dream and leads us away fran
its message.
Instead of viewing
the dream as a screen which a psychamalyst rrrust penetrate with the
help of the j:Etient' s free associations to the dream, we considered
the dream as visual metaphors, and
each liBI1ber of the group tocl< on
the dream as his/her own, the dreamer renaining silent after reporting the dream. The impact of this
experience was unique as I experienced the sensory and perceptual
banbardment of others relating to
my drearns and bringing me closer to
my inner process and true self.
I
had been in Freudian analysis for
IIEilY years in which I labored with
my drearns and received the final
interpretation about what I was
really saying fran my therapist.
Intellectually, I found it fascinating, but on a feeling level, enotionally, there was sarething missing. I had also used the Freudian
approach with my own j:Etients since
as so IIEilY analysts do, I followed
the example of my own analysis and
supervision
in working
with
j:Etients.
But after years of experiences
in teaching and leading dream
groups, I began to view the dream
differently in my private practice
as well.
I wondered what would
happen if I were to apply an approach similar to illlrrnn' s to my

I

own patients. Of course, it had to
be used selectively and non-threateningly in the safety of the analytic situation.
So when appropriate, I began to share my own
feelings about patients' drearns and
responded to the metaphorical irragery, rraking it clear that these
were my projections and liBY or liBY
not mean the same thing to the
j:Etient. He/she was to determine
the sense of the dream by his/her
own reactions and feelings and I
was trying to help build
that
bridge. What resulted was a great
deal of interaction between myself
and the patient and the first time
I used it, the results were quite
drarmtic.
This was with a young \oKlTEI1 in
her mid-thirties who was considering leaving her husband but was
"afraid of that world out there,
especially men.'' Her analysis had
dealt with much oedij:El and preoedij:El
!IBterial and several
dreams analyzed in a more traditicrnal way. There was sarething about
this particular dream that !IBde me
share nruch more than I usually do.
It became very alive to me as she
told it, and I responded as I might
if I were part of a dream group.
This was the dream:
"It was a pitch black night and
I found myself wandering in the
streets of l-IarlEID. I was on my way

allowed her to expand on the
dream but little came to her mind,
except this awful feeling that
sarething terrible was going to
happen. She felt lost and helpless
and concerned about getting to
Brooklyn. As I allowed the m:xxl to
flow over me, I, too, felt her
intense anxiety and shared that
with her.
I said, "I feel like
Little Red Riding Hood in the dark
forest and I am wondering where is
the big 00d WOlf • II With my Callments, her eyes widened and she
turned quite white.
"Cb, my God,"
she said, "I suddenly am seeing a
scene at my grandmother's house
that is so vivid, as if it just
happened.
I never told you about
my oochelor uncle who lived with my
grandmother.
I had forgotten all
about him.
He used to undress me
and put me to bed." A screened,
repressed memory returned of being
molested by this uncle, vivid with
the details of the coverlet's flcrwers and the pattern on the wallj:Eper. This was a turning point in
therapy as she connected IIEilY subsequent feelings about men, her
feelings of shame and guilt as the
reason for distancing herself fran
her own father. This missing important piece was the link that opened
up an entire memory systEm about
the past and helped explain her
fears and distrust of men.
This
might have Em2rged in sore other
way in therapy but I feel that the
sharing of my own unconscious asscrciations to the liBnifest dream
greatly reduced the length of therapy, provided an important focus
of understanding about the patient's dynamics and facilitated
treatment.
Another recent example is Susan, fifty years old, who is going
through a traU!IBtic separation from
a husband who left her. She was in ··
cont. on pg. 7
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cont. fran pg. 6
the second year of treat:rrent when
she brought in this dream.
I am
giving you only a part of the
dream.

"I

am at a wedding on a boat.
There are huge, anpty warehouses
around. There is sanething pulling
ITE towards than, like a rmgnet,
like a poltergeist, sucking ITE in.
I see myself in a mirror in
a huge basket-like hat. I look
awful - my hair is black, bouffant, wig-like. Jim (the husband)
is the best rmn - he trips and I
catch him.
He is covered by a
furry substance which I tried to
rub off.
I walk out on him. • ••••
I'm in the kitchen washing the
dishes.
Pehind ITE is a roan with
three ITEn in it.
It has that saiTE
suction, but I save myself. I rmke
an amulet of cooked fish, taken out
of the garbage.
I place it on the
door sill in a plate.
I feel safe
and am no longer afraid."

~usan woke up feeling relief.
It was the day she was going to see
her lawyer and Jim and his lawyer
to discuss the final terms of the
settlarent. She had been terrified
of the approaching confrontation
with the three ITEn who she felt
were out to destroy her - including her own lawyer. I shared with
her my feeling that this dream \oJaS
telling her very clearly that she
could resist, perhaps for the first
ti!TE, being pulled in to the terrors and helplessness of the past.
The dream tells her what to do, to
use the amulet and talismn of all
the good, cooked nutriiTEnts she has
absorbed in the therapy, as well as
the support systan she has created.
The dream seEmS to be saying that
she is finished cleaning up the
dirt that sullied her husband and
that she can walk away. She reported in the next session that the
dream was with her during a very
difficult seven hour confrontation
in which she never lost her sense
of self, as she had done so rmny
tiiTEs in the past.
The dream appears to have become a transitional

''good object" for this Y.UIEI1 and
has been referred back to rmny
times. She canpared this encounter
with the foriTEr two ITEetins; the
first which was filled with fear
and rage, the second with helplessness and feeling abandoned, and the
final meeting with resolve, a sense
of resolution and determination.
She felt that she had within her
the force not to be ciushed.
It
was there, s::wrewhere, amidst all
the garbage she had carried around
for so long.
The glamour of past
fantasies was being replaced by a
new reality which she might not
like, but she could survive.
It
pointed the direction for her future, if she was no longer sucked
in by the past.
The ITEtaphoric langauge in the
reported dream can be used by both
JBtient and therapist in a very
useful way since dream irmgery
condenses past and present feelings,
impulses,
and
wishes.
Another JE.tient had a long series
of dre.ams in which the ocean played
an important role.
Her state of
being overwheliTEd by anxiety would
result in terrifying dre.ams of
giant tidal waves crashing on the
rocks and sweeping away in its
flood waters her home and family.
SaretiiTEs there '-Uuld be sea serpents or !TDnsters in these dreams,
and she would awake in JE.Oic. \men
things improved in therapy, these
dre.ams '-Uuld be !TDre likely to have
lakes and fetid pools that were not
near1y as frightening. We explored
these ITEtaphors as canbining old
feelings of srothering and annihilation related to a disturbed !TDther who was unable to separate fran
her - daughter.
When something in
her current relationship with her
husband triggered the old feelings
of helpless anxiety the waves would
return in the dream irmgery.
Recently, she caiTE in very excited about a dream and she appeared to have experienced some
drarmtic inner change - !TDre calm
and far less tense than usual. The
dream started out like rmny others,
but as the tidal wave built up,

instead of JE.Oic, she realized that
it could not possibly reach her
because a barrier of hardened sand
had been constructed, that she had
never noticed before. She somehow
knew in the dream that she did not
have to JE.Oic, and although the
waves were out there, they could no
longer reach her.
We talked about
that low, but strong sand wall as
some sense of growing strength in
herself to deal with s:netiiTEs
overwhelming realities. Like the
tides, she had no control over than
and they would continue to be there
as powerful forces. \\hat she could
do was to take control over her own
life and that she no..r had the r~
sources to handle these arotions
and rmke certain adaptations. The
dream provided some sense of her
own strengths and put distance
between present and JESt difficulties, seeing herself as the overwheliTEd child versus the canpetent
adult.
Stanley Palunbo has done
much reseach in the JESt few years
on dreaming and llBIDry. He describes the dream as linking llBIDry
systans of the :ilnrediate JESt
(day's residue) and the distant
JESt (repressed childhood ITB'Ilrries) . When the dream is raiBnbered clear1y as an organized entity, it often starts with a present
issue stimulated by some event in
the previous day which is "intrusive." The scene then shifts into
the past experiences which sean to
be connected.
There is al!TDst a
search going on to extract relevant
rmterial which will be helpful in
solving the problans of the pr~
sent. The dream has some sort of
organizing function which includes
all that has gone before.
It
brings the dreaiTEr to the threshold
of sanething not yet known consciously, that he or she is ready
to know and understand.
It does
not necessarily predict the future,
but it initiates its potentialities.
It crystallizes what is
sensed and experienced, but not yet
spoken.

Or.
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:i.Jl\-Grking with ratients, I
often cament on these }Brts of the
dream as if we Y.ere watching a
fascinating play together and sharing our reactions to the production. It brings another tool into
the therapuetic alliance which stimulates, consolidates, integrates,
and inevitably shortens the length
of treat:rn2nt.
Valuing their own
dreams as an aspect of their creative and mst honest self, and
seeing the therapist sharing this
respect for the patient's productions seens to create a serious,
and important bond with resulting
increased self-awareness and improved self-esteem.
The knowledge
that the answers are to be found
within one's own self rather than
through the directives of an authority is therapeutic in and of itself.
believe that the current
interest in dreams both individually and in the formation of dream
groups is in response to a need for
connection and self-understanding
that can not be found in computers
Perhaps, it is a
and technology.
protest against the age of possible
nuclear disaster and apparent detachrent on the part of governrrents
regarding individual concerns.
Is
this re--establishrrent of the importance and significance of dreams
after a long hiatus a reflection of
the individual search for liJ2al1ing
and understanding of one's unioue
and only life experience?

OUTLINE
OF A NATION

I
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Helene Fagin is a psychoanalyst
who frequently conducts dream workshops for the American Group Psychotherapy Association throughout
the U.S. and Canada.
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he i dea of collecting a nation's dreams had never occurred to
m2 until one afternoon in 1'11y of
1982.
Ch that day' having been
asked to lunch by a Ihll y 1'11il
editor, my wife Hyone and I were
offered the position of dream interpreters for the newspaper.
We
would be free to keep all the
dreams received, research than in
any way, and write the results. I
wondered even then what the dreams
would tell us of Britain's inner
life, its conflicts, its sexuality,
spiritual understanding, politics,
and IIBturity.
The Ihll y 1'11il has one of the
largest circulations of the national dailies.
In the very first
weeks of our work, we received
hundreds of dreams from every part
of the country, from all types of
people, and from every age group adults even reported their dreams
as babies.
Now, after a year of
reading the dreams, indexing their
symbols, seei.11g certain types of
dreams reported over and over, I
can summarise our first stage of
findings, which are partly statis-

tical, partly analytical, and partly our subjective conclusions.
For eleven years prior ro working for the Ihll y 1'11il I worked as
a psychotherapist, using the release of the dream process into
conscious action as a ID2anS of
healing and growth.
So I was not
unacquainted with dreams as indicators of the hUIIBn condition. Nevertheless I was surprised to see the
high percentage of anxiety dreams
(25%).
Also half of that number
represents recurring anxiety dreams
or nightiiBres.
It is obvious that
the dream which strongly frightens
or delights and interests us is
mre likely to rffiHTibered than the
run-of-the-mill dream.
Also, if a
dream worries us, there is mre
drive to send it for analysis; so
the very high figure can certainly
be reduced.
Nevertheless, IIBllY of
the anxiety dreams sent to us recur
as frequently as once a week, in
almst exactly the S3ID2 form.
A
few occur daily, unchanged.
The suggestion here is that
ID2lltal and amtional problans reIIBin unsolved in IIBllY people for a
lifetifll2.
Such unchanging and unsatisfactory inner reactions to
life show, I believe, that a large
number of people in our nation have
not learned techniques of problemsolving.
During childhood, schooling, and IIBture life, they have
not learned ways of transforming
negative behaviour patterns and
reactions.
That our family group,
e<;!ucational systan, and institutions do not as a IIBtter of course
include stimulation of problemsolving abilities ID2anS that the
healing function in the body of a
nation is not working well.
The next highest figure on our
list of symbols and subjects is
aniiiBls.
t-bst dreams contain a
hUIIBn figure sarewhere, if only the
dream2r; but after that, 19% of
dreams contain an aniiiBl.
The
IIBjority of these drreams shows
either a fearful, or an aggressive,
or a neglectful relationship between the dreaiD2r and the aniiiBl.
Hardly any have a loving or cocont. on pg. 9
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operative action displayed.
Tortured or s¥--inned-alive anirmls in
the dream are carm:m. Che thEfiE in
this group which occurs again and
again is the caged and forgotten
pet, which dies fran lack of water
and food.
In our individual and group
work, dreams about anirmls, when
worked on, usually release strong
feelings of connection with the
natural processes of our being,
such as sex, child care, and harebuilding.
They represent the instinctive or intuitive feelings a
healthy rrother would have about the
needs of her baby, or the natural
rrorality that arises out of loving
sexuality.
The scarcity of positive dreams
in this area I consider to be a
frightening carrrent on the roots of
our society.
The dreams show a
situation in which a large proportion of the population is cut off
fran natural feelings of loving
sexuality, child care, and social
creativity.
It IJEY be that as a
social group we are creating individuals who are not functional,
i.e., are sexually disturbed, cannot integrate socially, and lack
depth of JXrrental caring.
I feel
this in sare ITffiSure is due to our
society being an expedient one,
which is rrore concerned with how
much a hare or school will cost,
rather than whether it serves actual hUIJEn needs.
The third highest percentage is
dreams dealing with death, at 9.6%.
Here at least there are positive
and problem-solving dreams.
Some
of the dreams explore the subject
of death, as with this dream:

"I am seventy and my rrost frequent dream is of scrap cars and
breakers yards. There are acres of
old cars piled on each other at
crazy angles, sare with plants and
trees growing through than.
I
enjoy walking arrong than. An enorrrous IJEgnetized iron girder swings
over picking than up in all sorts
of dissarray en route for the fur-

nace.
Chce as I walked a voice
shouted , "D.Ick!" I did so as the
girder swung just above l1E.
Three
large alsations followed llE.
I
noticed they were sleek and wellfed. I thought they were like this
fran eating the persons injured by
the girder, and felt they wouldn't
get !1E as I had taken the tip and
ducked."

Here the drea!lEr sees himself
as an old crock, ready for the
breakers yard, but not wishing to
be caught unawares by death.
M:my dreams involving death
show people adaptihg to the death
of a spouse or JXrrent. In this way
the drea!lEr gradually cares to
tei111'3 with the arotions of loss and
grief and the realisation of the
dead person as no longer an outer
reality, but an active figure in
the inner reality of dreams.
1\bst of the dreams we have
received so far are fran WCXlEil.
A
number of dreams fran elderly wanen
are about losing their husbands in
a town and not being able to find
than again.
These and similar
dreams suggest to us that IJEnY
WCIIEn know they IJEY outlive their
husbands, and in their dreams they
are trying to adapt to this possible distress.
But there IJEy be
another issue here.
Allrost within
our own lifeti!lEs, enorrrous changes
have occurred within family structures. Much rrore than ever before,

9
wanen who have not striven for a
creative career are left without a
biologically !lEaningful role if
their children rrove away and they
cannot actively JXrrticipate in the
rearing of grandchildren.
The relationship with the husband is
therefore much more important in
personal satisfaction than when the
WOIJEn was an active and !lEaningful
JXrrt of a family group. New directions need to be found for the
energetic drives which were satisfied in family life. These drives,
if they are not connected with real
social relationships and creativity, IJEy be the source of illness.
When I place the dr~ of ... ~
nation against the outer life of
the people, the conclusions I reach
suggest the need for radical social
and individual changes if a healthy
and satisfied society is to be
achieved. For instance, the aniiJEl
dreams show a society which is out
of harrrony with its own biological
roots and needs.
[.eep pTI.n and
dissatisfaction
is shown to be
widespread.
When I have \\Orked
with individuals on such dreams we
have usually uncovered unconscious
revolt or revolution, which has
been causing or progressing towards
physical and arotional dis-ease.
The personality in such situations
is in a similar position to the
ruling classes of France and Russia, which did not respond to the
needs of the bodies of their nations and catalysed revolutions.
No inner condition can be whol1y personal, because the individual
is largely the result of a long
historical cultural process,
as
well as a family history.
The
English-speaking peoples, for example, in their inner lives are still
influenced
by prudish Victorian
sexual rrorals. This leads than, as
far as I can assess fran dreams, to
attanpt a life, a IJEITiage and a
society in which everything appears
well and proper on the surface.
But to achieve this happy and harrronious public iiJEge, terrible denials are IJEde to real biological
drives.
This results in a noncont. on pg. 10
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acceptance of self.
In a social or national group,
there is a reaction to an inner
psychological condition such as
might occur in an individual. Wishing to rarn:in unaware of the true
inner sickness, the national identity projects the cause of its
problems onto other nations or
groups, or exterior causes such as
unanployrrent. Individuals can only
be transfoi"!IEd and overcare inner
conflicts and problems when they
accept responsibility for their own
conditions, achieve awareness of
their causes and look for ways of
change. Then new viewpoints arise,
perhaps even very different attitudes toward life.
I believe also
that the inner life of a nation can
be shown by its dream:;, which contain infomation based on ITBssi ve
experience and which, when studied ,
can point the way out of present
problems.
It is in this direction
that we are looking in our future
research.
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Tony and Hyone Crisp have been
working with dream:; for 17 years.
TOOY CRISP
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Thank you everyone who has supported the newsletter by moral and
financial contributions. I'm indebted to Bill Stimson for helping me to
get going with the editorship and to t-bntague UlliTBn for donating time
and energy in helping to develope an advisory board and conducting a
recent benefit workshop. The rnB is in the black, subscriptions are
caning in, and there are talented people helping, especially Tan Cbwan,
Jack M:lguire, Rita M:lloney ••. John Perkins has worked with the subscription stuff generously. There are always a lot of details to iron out, and
little money to JaY volunteers. My hope is that this will change, and
that gradually they can get paid. i1xmwhile, the I.NB is a labor of hope
and love. No one has made any money fran it nor do we have any grants.
Subscriptions, occassional contributions, and benefits are the ITBin source of operating money.
I've been touched by some of the personal sharing that cares into my
"in" box in the form of dreams and connected life experiences. I can't
print everything but try to include the most relevant letters. Because
the rnB is designed t o prarote and validate individual and group study of
dream:;, letters concerning the transforrrative experience are the most
timely. Such letters discuss the context out of which the dream arose,
the dream itself, and the way the dreamer connects the two . How has this
affected relationships, inner and outer experience?
For the same reason, the rnB needs similar articles of 5CD to 2CXX)
words emphasizing the personal experience of the writer in relationship
to dreams, dream.vork, dreamgroups or any directly relevant experience
associated with these. I'd like to start a column called "Dreamgroup
News" so readers can keep infoi"!IEd about what's doing in individual
groups - if you're in a dreamgroup, send news! Dreams really should be
shared in a group if at all possible (see Tan's column).
Connie ~d in British Columbia is organizing a "Prisoner Network"

MAKING

ROOM

A Perspective on the Existence
of a Professional Dream Association
by

·*

COLUMN···

~borah

Jay HilliTBn

I would like to offer another
perspective on the controversy over
a professional dream association.
There has been some unclear thinking on both sides of the issue.
In my view the two kinds of organization - grassroots and professional -can canplement each other,
and both are needed to help further
society 's understanding and awareness of dreams.
The problem stems
fran a confusion of meanings and
purposes making it difficult to

sort out identities and roles in
the dream work movement, and easy
to allow mistrust and defensiveness
to enter.
At the heart of the confusion
are the ubiquitous terms "professional" and "dream worker." What
is a "professional" in the dream
work movement (and in the study of
dreams generally), and what does it
mean to be a "dream worker"? By
examining these questions, we can
discover how canplexities in the
carm::m language of the dream movelend themselves to uneasy
ment
feelings about a professional association as well as ambiguous statements about its purpose. The issue
is further canplicated by the fact
that many indi victuals in the dream
movement occupy more than one role
at once .
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and I hope she will keep us infoiTIE<i as to what's happening with that.
I've been buried by requests for free subscriptions fran prisoners. The
IM3 can't afford that, so Connie is trying to link interested prisoners
to sponsors. She needs sponsors willing to "adopt" inlmtes and lEY for
subscriptions for than and generally keep in touch.
A portion of the subscription rroney will go toward helping her to
organize her correspondence. Send any letters directly to her at:
8126-13th AVENUE
ruRNABY, B.C.
V3N 2G4
CANADA ATI: PRISCNER'S NEI\-.rnK
The IM3 is in the final stages of organizing an advisory board of
professionals in such dr~related fields as psychology' rarapsychology
and rredical science. I'll publish the narres next issue after the details
have been canpleted. They've been very helpful.
I'm starting a Want Ads section. Many people send in announcsrents to
be published for events or services, which is great. If your event is
free there's no problan. If it costs sarething, the charge is $3 a line
(about 35 spaces), no limit to length. Since the Bulletin is now bi
rronthl y, rerrenber to plan in advance.
I hope the next issue will get to you earlier. Although there is now
only one publication, hopefully i t will be fatter and better. That depends on you. tvbst ITEgazines sean to snphasize advertising over readers
that's where they ITEke their rroney. The price at the newsstand is a
pittance canrared to ad revenue. They practically give subscriptions
aW'ay. Think about that if you feel that $13 is steep. This issue was
formtted with a Kaypro II computor with a O:mrex printer. This was the
best typestyle available but I hope to find a better one soon. Any
suggestions?
Special thanks also to Ihle Gottlieb and Ruth Racklin for their artwork.
Stay in touch, this is your newsletter.

e

To deprofesssonalize the dream
(an expression coined by tvbntague
UlliTEn) means to free it fran the
exclusive domain of psychotherapy
and ITEke the art of dream appreciation accessible to people in their
everyday lives. This is the sense
in which dream work has its rrost
vital meaning in the social rrovement named for it. By learning how
to read the symbolic language of
dreams, one can gain a deeper knowledge of self and a richer sense of
the
surrounding social war ld.
Dream work of this kind has an
experiential quality: it is a felt
process, one of erootional engagement and discovery. Such work with
dreams relies on the authority of
the dreamer, not an outside expert
(although helpers are often involved) . Here, the professisonal -

that is, the analyst or therapist
- dons the sane hat as everyone
else. Regardless of the ( saretimes
helpful) insight brought fran clinical training and practice, she or
he is a companion and equal aD the
journey to explore dreams.
If, in talking about dreams, a
"professional" always meant SCID20ne
trained to interpret than clinical1y, and "dream v.orker" referred
only to the person pursuing than
outside of therapy, then it would
be geriTEne to argue that a professional association of dream workers
would undermine the established
network.
It would suggest the
banding together of those with an
orthodox background in dream interpretation to solidify their status
as experts in the field of dream
work.
Such an idea is inapprop-

riate since a central goal of the
rrovement is to enable the "expert"
to be removed fran the picture.
The whole question of professional dream work practitioners is
complicated by the existence of a
second category. Not only do those
with clinical training practice and
teach experientially-oriented dream
work,
but non-professisonals those who lack such training adopt professional roles when they
charge fees for conducting dream
work activities,
and when they
identi fy thanselves publicly with
this practice.
Dream work, too,
has exranded in meaning. It is not
always confined to dream appreciation outside of therapy, but is
used in such expressions as "Jungian dream work," "Gestalt dream
work," or simply, "clinical dr~
work." It is the creativity and
flexibility of language that allows
such a drift fran one area of usage
into another.
These linguistic anbiguities
need to be rerrenbered. This is not
a mere intellectual exercise since,
if we can be rrore specific about
what we mean when we use key teTIIB
like "professional" and "dream
work," then it will be easier to
talk about what is happening in the
dream work rrovement. Che issue
that arises from the discussion so
far is whether, and how, to guide
the development of a recognized
category of dream workers offering
their skills professionally. Without sare guidelines two negative
potentials might surface into reality: (1) the notion of restoring
the dream to the dreamer could get
caught between theory and genuine
practice, the rrost extrsre case
being ·t he proliferation of dream
gurus who advocate dream work yet
interpret others' dreams for than
and (2) shopping around for the
rrost appropriate dream work leader
might became baffling at best and,
at worst, a means of reinforcing a
sense of dependency when it comes
to understanding dreams.
If those
who lead dream groups and workshops
adopt a helping role, and an atticant, on pg. 12
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tude- of sh8ring skills, rather than
a belief that their services are
indispensable, then they are less
lili.el y to take on an aura of authority and exlusive wisdom. This ooy
be more difficult for the clinician y trained professional who works
with dreams in both "professional"
A professional asso-·
capacities.
ciation is too exclusive a setting
for addressing the question of
I believe this is a
guidelines .
subject for the whole network to
consider.
The fear that a professional
association might cater to professionals as they have been defined
so far is an understandable one.
When the president and vice-president of the Association for the
Study of Dreams write (rnB, Vol. 2,
No. 10) that an "assanbly of dream
specialist" will be present at the
first conference in June, 1984, the
very expression evokes an unwelcome
In what
ilffige for llBDY people.
sense are they "specialists"?
I:espite the haziness of the
association's current identity,
there is a strong option for it to
develop a clear and meaningful
purpose, complarentary to that of
It hinges on
the dream network.
the recogition, within the dream
v.ork movarent, of another kind of
namely,
professional altogether:
the dream researcher. Dream research is being carried out in a
variety of fields, though traditionally it was confined largely to
psychology. It is no accident that
the acadEmic v.or ld is beginning to
take a more active interest in
dreams parallel with the growth of
As a
the grassroots movarent.
stronghold of cultural values and
beliefs, acadEmia discourages too
venturesome a pioneer inside its_
ranks. But with the winds of change beginning to blow, in terms of
attitudes towards dreams, there is
a clilffite for taking them more
seriously as a topic of research.
The cooperation and rrutual support possible between the grassroots and academic aspects of the
dream rrovarent is analogous in llBDY
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ways to that which exists, at better IIUJEnts, between parallel aspects of the current feminist rroveBeyond the hostilities and
ment.
prejudices that occasionally flare
up between the two comrrunities acadEmic and non-acadEmic - there
is a potential for rrutual growth
through an exchange of i deas and
perspectives.
Grassroots dream workers saretimes choose to do graduate work
that will enable them to enter the
acadEmic world and pursue the same
issues in a different light. At the
same time, l!Bllbers of the acadEmic
comrruni ty become involved in grassroots work, "translating" their
The more
skills in useful ways.
experienced dream2r is in a better
position to do certain kinds of
dream research for the simple reason that she or he is familiar with
the terrain and better able to seek
and interpret inforlffition having to
(This
do with dreams themselves.
applies to both the psychologist in
the dream lab and the anthropologist in the field. ) If the acadEmic
world is t o enrich our understanding of dreams, it needs not only
to sharpen its own tools of exploration and analysis but also to pay
serious attention to the ideas and
perceptions of dr~ workers.

While a single i ndividual might
v.ork with dreams as a therapist, an
experiential group (or workshop)
leader, and a researcher (in each
case acting as a professional) and on a personal level, have difficulty disentagnling these roles
and identities - it is important
to lffiintain clear distinctions among them for the purpose of justifying a large-scale professional
association. In fact, all acadEmic
fields have professional associations which serve a m.nnber of funThe multidisciplinary
ctions.
dream field is just beginning to
arerge, and it requires the rigorous standards of a professional
association to help give it real
While the
fonn and substance.
organization serves its own ITIEIDbers' needs, it also stands to help
bring about greater cultural respect for dreams. The attention and
concern of the acadEmic world is an
important part of the struggle for
public acceptance of
widespread
purpose is not to
The
dreams.
the grassroots
from
aloof
remain
movarent but to join with it in
lffiking dreams socially visible and
significant. Dream researchers who
genuinely care about this goal will
not limit their publication to
professional journals and are likely to encourage their colleagues,
too, to contribute to the Dream
Network Bulletin and other newsletters reaching into the larger
comrrunity .
Another group whose efforts can
be supported in particular ways by
the professional association are
those who are trying to gain acceptance for dream work in such social
hospitals,
settings as schools,
nursing homes, and comrrunity cenDisinterested -and skeptical
ters.
colleagues in the teaching, health
care , and hUllBD services professions, for example, are likely to
respond more positively to work
that has the "endorsement" of a
one
professsional association:
willing and able to address their
concerns about dream work from the
stand_lX)int of their own areas of
cont . on pg. 13
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expertise.
Perhaps the Association for the
Study of Dreams will begin to sort
out its purpose and to think rrore
deeply about the membership it
seeks and the ties it would like to
foster with the network.
Perhaps
too, the network members who are
troubled by the prospect of a professional association will begin to
see that the dream work rrovEm2!1t is
larger and rrore canplex social
phenarenon than they had irragined.
Then, in a spirit of openness there
will be roan for both to exist
comfortably and cooperatively within the dream work rrovarEnt.

e

~borah Jay Hillnan is a doctoral
candidate in anthropology at the
Graduate Faculty of the New School
for Social Research in New York.
Her dissertation is about the dream
work rrovEm2!1t and the importance of
dreams in anthropology. She is also
a dream worker trained in the
experiential ~thods of funtague
Ullnan.

THE NEW YCEC ffiEAM ffiM.JNTIY
by John Perkins

The New York Dream Camrunity
began about thirty rronths ago when
its founder, Bill Stimson, started
to use his apar~nt as a dream
salon -- a place where differ~~t
people skilled in dreamwork could
share their knowledge.
Through
advertising, phone calls raw networking, and word-of-ITDuth, Bill
nurtured the carmunity through its
first year.
In August of 1982 Bill asked ~
if I would like to take over the
dream carmunity so that he could
devote more of his personal time to
the Dream Network Bulletin, his
novel, and international networking.
By then the carmunity featured two workshops a month and had
~ rmilin2 1i st nf fnnr hnnrlrf>Cj

names.

I agreed.

I have rrany visions of what I
want the carmunity to be and what
it might becare following its own
visions.
First, I want it to be a
safe place for people to care and
explore new areas in themselves for
personal growth and development.
For instance, Tana I..ehr served as
co-director of the carrrunity with
~ for eight rronths out of a sense
that her life's goals would be
furthered by serving the dream
community.
She proved to be energetic, well-organized and a talented Irrage M3ker for the carrrunity' s
announcEm2!1ts.
I found it useful
to let go of ~ of the respsonsibility and to learn to trust.
As director, my prime activity
revolves around the planning and
co-ordination of workshops and events.
Not rrany organizations exist today where you can practice
running a workshop at 1()\o,· risk and
at no cost. Since the beginning of
my tenure, over eight people who
had never run workshops before did
so with great success, and over a
dozen members used the carrrunity to
premiere their latest techriiques
and approaches for working with
dreams.
All of this follows my
vision of the New York Dream O:mnunity as a breeding ground of talent, involVEm211t and creativity.
I see the dream carmunity reaching out to other groups who share
our sensitivity to the inner life.
last June we co-sponsored a IIB jor
event with the New York 01apter of
the Association for Humanistic Psychology which drew sixty people.
Later a co-sponsored workshop with
the Polarity Wellness Center drew
thirty people.
Since the possibilities for the
interplay between the way we live
our lives and the content of our
dreams cannot be counted, we strive
to provide rrany different types of
workshops . The ideological stand
of this carmunity reads simply : "If
we can relate it to our dreams, we
would like to learn about it ."
Past or proposed workshops include:

gJ
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a hike to a ~dicine wheel in the
Palisades;
a picnic and poetry
workshop in the Cloisters; a Senoi
approach to dreamwork; dream treks;
JXillcake and bagel dream brunches;
dream chants; healing and dreams;
the Tarot and dreams; the I ~g
and dreams; P.E.R.T diagrams and
dreams;
psychodraiiB and dreams;
Gestalt and dreams; Nil' and dreams;
and the Awe~, Totally Awesare
Dream Workshop.
Currently, the carrrunity has
picked up steam -- we had seventeen
workshops scheduled for the first
three months of this year. Fran
Hersb.kowitz, the new co-director,
hopes to canplete the directory
soon and envisions a sailboat ride
this s\.lllllEr.
Robert Hill co-ordinates the \o.eekly dream carrrunity
~ting and new dreams find us '
everyday.
When we realize the
ideal of each dr~r working for
the carm.mity while the carrrunity
responds to the dreams of its members, my vision will be canplete.
To find out how you can get
rrore involved, get a listing of our
latest schedule and care share a
dream with us.
Call ~ at (212)
242-3871 or send a postcard with
your name and address to John Perkins, Director, NY Dream O:mnunity,
ffi4 Washington St. # 2B, New York
City lCXll4.
John Perkins will resign as director of the New York Dream Carmunity
as of June 30, 1984, in order to
devote rrore time to other visions
he holds for his own life and the
good of the mtion and the earth.
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Stanley Krippner
SHAMANIS1 AND mF.AM3
by Stanley Krippner and Jeffrey
Hooper
In recent years, there has been
an increase in the attention paid
to sharmnisn, both on an acadEmic
and on a popular level. Of special
interest is the enphasis shamms
place upon dreams, both in their
"election" to the sharranistic profession and on the part of the
clients they are called upon to
assist.
ShanEns are men and waren who
appear to be able to voluntarily
alter their consciousness in order
to enter a purported "non-<Jrdinary
reality," supposedly obtaining knowledge and power that can be used
to help or to heal members of their
carnunity. The tenn "non-<Jrdinary
reality" describes the sharranic
"other war ld" fran a contenporary
viewpoint, a \\Qrld often accessible
through dreams and other alterations in consciousness.
In the myths of many primitive
cultures, there are accounts of
three cosnic wnes - earth, heaven, and the under\\Qrldd - and the
ease by which people could transveFor example, there was
rse then.
no rigid division between wakefulpeople could
ness and dreams;
create from their dreams actions in
the waking \\Qr ld (Halifax, 1982, p.
After the "fall" of hunan81).

kind, due to sCnE type of sin,
arrogance, or violation of sacred
rules, the bridge connecting the
three worlds collapsed ; travel between the zones became the sole
privilege of deities, spirits, and
The early myths often
sharrans.
tell of an "original sharran," chosen by the gods, and capable of
They were
insunrnuntalbe powers.
said to have been capable of levitation, flying, and bodily transfoThese incredible feats
nnation.
were rarely obtainable by later
shanEns, again because hunan behavior evoked divine displeasure (Eliade, 1964)
Receiving the Call
Contenporary shamms enter their
vocations in several ways - e.g.,
through hereditary transnission,
through recovery fran an illness
rrediated by "spirits," during a
"vision quest," in an initiatory
In Ckinawa, spirits notify
dream.
and
the elect through visions
oost of the recipients
dreams;
attenpt to ignore the call, but it
persists (Lebra, 1%9). t-bst sharranic traditions hold that refusal
to follow the spirit notification
will result in illness, insanity,
Arrong the Inuit
or even death.
one is called through
Eskirros,
dreaming about spirits. The drearrer is then possessed by an aninal
spirit which compels him to withdraw from society and to wander
Eventually, the initiate
naked.
gains control over the spirit and
celebrates his victory by making a
drun (Oswalt, 1%7). Dreams of dead
relatives are held to mark one's
call to sharranisn aiiDng the Wintu
and Shasta tribes of California
(Park, 1938). Arrong the Southern
Valley Yokuts of California, shamanic power rmy come, unsought, in
dreams or from a deliberate quest
In California's
(Wallace, 1978).
Dieguenos and Luisanos tribes, future sharrans can be selected as
early as nine years of age on the
basis of their dreams (Almstadt,
Among several other Ameri1977).

initiatory
can Indian tribes,
dreams contain such birds and anirmls as bears, deer, eagles, and
owls. The dream creature instructs
the drearrer to take its power and
begin sharmnic training (Rogers,
1982).
Cbe of us (S.K.) interviewed a
Zulu "sangam." (sharmn) in 1981.
She discussed her election to the
profession, a call which involved
an initiating illness:
M:my years ago, I fell ill with
The missionary doctors
seizures.
said it was epilepsy but they
I went to the
couldn 't help rre.
was wrong
what
out
find
to
sangam.s
with rre and they said I had been
possessed by an ancestral spirit.
Cbe night this spirit led rre to a
large pool of water where a python
It was
errerged and surrounded rre.
not a real snake, but my grandfather. 'Was it a dream? It was eitBut my
her a dream or a trance.
seizures stopped and I began training to become a sangCIIE.

The training period for apprentice shamans varies in length but
typically lasts for several years.
Usually, the apprentice will learn
from master shanEns, who teach then
nomenclature (e.g., the names of
the spirits and their functions),
history (e.g. , the gem~ology of the
tribe), technology (e.g., ritlials,
rrusic dances) , data concerning medicinal and sacred herbs, dream
interpretation techniques, and tribal mythology. The apprentice also
learns from his or her guardian
and helping spirits.
Ruth Benedict (1983) has observed
that sharranisn characteristically
focuses on spirits (of the dead, of
nature, or of minor deities) • In
many tribes, shamms will have a
cont. on pg.- 15
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cont. from pg. 14
guardian spirit which usual1 y takes
the fonn of a bird or aninBl. This
spi rit protects than as they enter
altered
dangerous
potentially
also
it
states of consciousness;
or
ascend
they
travels with than as
(Harworlds
descend to the other
In addition, shanBns
ner, 1981).
a number of helanploy
typically
in divinaespecially
ping spirits,
tion and healing.
The training period is soretines
quite brief. Traditionally, the
Washo initiate (of Nevada and California) would receive his power
through a dream, and would be awaHe would folkened by a whistle.
low the whistle, and it would change to a whisper which would instruct him - e.g., to bathe for
four successive mornings and treat
a sick person on four successive
If that client recovered
nights.
fran the illness, the initiate's
status as a sharmn would be confirrred (Roger, 1982).
DreaiS and Illness
Peru's Cashinatua Indian shanBns
"pursue drearrs," believing that the
more dreams they have each night,
the greater their JX:Mer will beOther individuals in the
care.
society may want to reduce the
benumber of dreams they have
cause it is held that dreaming
interferes with skill in hunting.
They request an herbalist to give
than rredicines that will "calm the
dream spirits" (Kensinger, 1974) .
L.ambian shanBns often derive their
powers of diagnosis in drearrs,
claiming that they can give accurate description of the illness
without questioning or examining
the client (Frankenberg and Leeson,
Among the Iroquois, it was
1976).
believed that unfulfilled "natural
desires" were known by rreans of
These drearrs were able to
drearrs.
provide clues to the shaman as to
what could be done to restore a
client's health by neeting his or
her needs in a manner consistent
with the tribe's social structure
(Wallace, 1958).

Milly tribes held that drearrs
represented the soul's nocturnal
voyage, and sore believed that, at
those t~s, it was vulnerable to
alxluction by a witch, sorcerer, or
In such cases,
malevolent spirit.
it is necessary for the sharmn to
search for and retrieve the soul,
often engaging in fierce supernatural battles along the way (Eliade,
1964). 'The Northwest Coast Indians
of North Arrerica use "soul catchers" (carved bones) for this
purpose; r1liay sr.oamans make images
of dough and roll than over the
client's body (Rogers, 1<}32). For
the t1rricoJE Indians, unpleasant
dreams are the most canmon cause of
illness, bringing on j:Eins, cold,
and diarrhea (Spier, 1933). Drearrs
are also held to be a primary cause
among the Paviotso; children can
becare ill if their J:Erents' dreams
are unfavorable or if bad dreams
are drearred by visitors in the
Shamanic interpretation is
house.
called for in either event to halt
the effect (Park, 1938).
In many societies, an important
function of the sharmn is dream
interpretation. The Taulipang shamans of the Caribbean are experts
on tribal mythology; they also are
considered experts in explaining
their own drearrs and those of others (Rogers, 1982). Australian
aboriginal shanBns move into ''Dreamtlire" with great facility to assist the hunting . activities of
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their societies (Halifax,l982).
Because shamans spend so nm:h
tlire in "non-ordinary reality," it
used to be hypothesized that they
suffered fran sore type of schizopBryce Poyer
However,
hrenia.
(1962) conducted in-depth interviews and administered the Rorschach to Apache shamans, finding
sore evidence for hysteria but none
Indeed, the
for schizophrenia.
preoccu]:Etion with bodily reactions and EmOtional excitability is
often an important aspect of shamanisn (Eliade, 1964). Poyer aloo
observed that the shaman's responses indicated a higher degree ofimagination than other tribal nanhers who had aloo been administered
Rorschachs; however, the shamans
dEmOnstrated considerable contact
with external reality as well.
Mircea Eliade ( 1964) adds that
shanBns dEmOnstrate certain behaviors such as ''hallucinations" and
"seizures" that suggest, to sore,
schizophrenic and epileptic symptomology. Yet shamans differ in their
ability to bring on these experienFurther, they
ces voluntarily.
have achieved a degree of concentration beyond the ability of the ·
collective. They can sustain exhausting efforts during healing
rites which soretines last for
several days. 'They manifest physical pr~ss and self-regulation of
They have IJB&bodily functions.
tered a canplex body of knowledge,
through instruction and direct experience, and are able to apply
this to individual situations in an
apprpriate mannner. Michae~ Harner
(1981) has CaiiiEilted:
The basic techniques of shamans
are .•. similar in different j:Erts of
the war ld .•. This indicates that
they are not, in fact, engaging in
fantasy, because fantasy would be
nearly limitless in the possible
systEmS conceivable.

In conclusion, drearrs are typica11 y an integral part of shamanisn.
Knud Ras:nussen, the Arctic expl<r
rer, is said to have inquired of an
cont. on pg. 16 ·
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cont. from pg. 15
acquaintance if he was an
"angakok" (shanBn). The liBl1 res\X}nded that he never had been ill nor
had ever recalled drearrs; therefore, he could not possibly be an
angakcl< (Halifax, 1982) . This sen. tilrent is echoed, in one way or
another, by inhabitants of other
tribal societies.
It is apparent
that shaliBl1s represent not only the
oldest profession, but the original
professional practitioner endowed
with the responsibility to understand drearrs - their own and those
of their clients.
Eskiiro

e

Stanley Krippner is the Director
for Consciousness Studies
at
Saybrook
Institute
in
San
Francisco, and the author or coauthor of several books and l1Bl1Y
articles concerning dreams and
parapsychology.
Jeffrey Hooper is a work-study
scholar at Esalen Institute who has
recently returned from a field trip
in Nepli.
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Networkers, I'd like to know if
there is a Dream Network camrunity
I can access in CA. • We could connect via radio or computor, not
necessarily to n:eet in person. The
idea appeals to rre. My life is
increasing!y enriched and guided by
drearrs and I desire to camrunicate
with others on that level.
MARY lJJFFIEll)
2355 BRCM1ER, #23
SANTA CRUZ, CA. 9%3
405-462-D?fJJ

I am a long way from hare and
if there is sare comfort to be
drawn from the camrunity I would
like to have that chance. I have
very vivid drearrs and ran:mber JIX)St
of thEm. If I knew how to read my
dreams I would have been able to
use thEm positively.
CINDY (from O:lklaharn)
13 SD. I:UWX) CIRCLE #lB
HAUPPAlXill, NY 11788

Would anyone please send me
information about participating in
local dream camrunities.
WII_L PA~

1146 \mffiCNJ sr.
REDtmD CI1Y, CA 94a)

We'd like to find out about
dream camrunities, especially any
existing in south Florida.
ROB MAcxmrnR AND 1RISH JANESCHUIZ
63J N. W. 19th STREET
FI'. LAUDERDALE, FL. 33311

I have becare aware of the
existence of dream camruni ties. I
would appreciate any information
about becoming involved with groups
in my area. I live on the central
California coast.
RIQIARD MAY
75 PACIFIC, CAYlXD3
CA. 93430

Would sareone please send me
information about dream groups in
this area.
KERRY aARK
l(XX) RIVER ROAD
BElMAR, N.J. 07719

Is there a dream network here
in Texas? Where?
DIANA TRaJP
2100 OAKHURST #C
IRVING, 1X 7%1

I'd like to find out JIX)re about
dream groups in Cadillac, Michigan.
KRYSTAL WHTIE
?m EAST CHAPIN
APf. 3 CADillAC
MI. 49({)1

I'm a prolific dreamer. HoweI can never find anyone who
can relate to how colorful, involved and real these dreams are. They
all think I have a screw loose! So
here I am... I'm not sure what to
ask about the Dream Network Bulletin, except:
What is it?
How does it work?
How would I fit in?
Where do I find out?
PAMELA DIESILER

ver,

ro rox 541
lill1IS, CA 956:D

I journey from my body aloost
every night and on sare occasions
go where I choose to go. I have
premonitions and JIX)St alarming of
all is the witnessing of violent
crilres on unknown persons while in
the dream state. They are are very
vivid.
If you have any help,
please, if not, could you put me in
touch with another agency. Thanks
for listening.
VELDA KNISELY
RD #3 WAYNESHJRG PA
15370

I've kept a dream diary for
seven years but am craving contact
with other dreamers. Milwaukee is
pretty isolated you know!
LINDA WII_g"N
7419 W. GARFIELD AVE.
WAWA'IDSA, WISJ:NSIN
53213

Gould you refer me to locals in
the San Francisco area who are
working with this, concept? Further
reading materials?
DAVID~

157 CARVINGirn
OAKlAND, CA 94ffi5
Gould sarebody please tell me
where I might go in my area for a
dream group? I am a computor analyst in southwestern Indiana.
JAY MERRIT
617 MEYER, VINCENNES
IN 47591

Please send me
information
about nearby Minneapolis or St.
Paul, Minnesota dream groups.
SUSAN CRUIKSHANK
22204 GREEN AVE. #3
ANa<A, MN 55303
cont. on pg. 17
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cont. from pg. 16
New Cross River Dream Group
fanning. (~eens Blvd., close to
infonmtion
For
M:mhattan).
contact:
MIGIELLE MANiffiFF
45-54 39th PlACE
LCNG ISlAND CITY, N.Y. 11104
212-729-fJ-{)7

DREAM GRaJP Frn1ING
Forming weekly dream group to
IIEet on a weekly or bi-weekly basis
in M:mhattan for the N.Y. Dream
O:mnunity.
ROBERT IffiL
315 EAST 5th SffiEET
NEW Y<E<, N.Y. 1CXXl3
475-1553

··LETTERS··
GlUlP FAMILY :ooEAMIK;

•

My family and I (nine in our
:imrediate family alone) have been
deeply interested in dreaming and
telepathy due to a seemingly strong
bond between us all. Since dreaming
and rrental telepathy seem so close1y linked at tinEs, I becarre very
interested in 8C.IJE of the things
discusssed in the [Lee. 83] Onni
article.
My entire family actually awakened at the sane hour (in six
different parts of the country)
when one of our homes was being
coi1Sl.llred by flaireS. We also share
similar, if not precise!y alike
dreams, and I am probably !IDSt
intrigued by that.
MARY R. KENNERY
630 DIVISIOO SffiEET #6
PEEKSKll.L, NY 10566
ffiE.AMomK

by D.M. M:Clanahan
Five !IDnths after beginning
dreaiil\\Qrk I began to dream of my
older brother, 10 years my senior,
whan I have always disliked but

could never understand why. Shortly
thereafter, disturbing dreams of a
baby's body that was buried in a
baserent began to pour forth. It
required a series of 35 dreams
recorded over a period of eight
years before I was to unravel this
riddle. The key dream that unlocked
this half-century mystery was simple.
"I saw a green door that led to
a baserent. I opened the door and
went downstairs. I knew there was a
baby's body buried against the wall
and if anyone came dCMn here to dig
they would find the body. I knew
this body led to rre."
A few days after this dream I
telephoned my !IDther long-distance.
During our conversation I casually
asked, "Did we ever live in a house
that had a green door?" sre replied, "Yes, for a short tinE. You
were about six !IDnths old. The door
led to the baserent."
This infonmtion electrified me.
She continued, "CX!e day I went to
the basaiEilt to do the laundry. I
told your older brother to stay
upstairs and babysit you. later, I
heard footsteps coming dawn the
stairs. I looked up just in time to
see him drop you dawn the stairs,
you landed against tre wall. I
shouted, ''What are you trying to do
- kill the baby! ?"
This dream series is closed. I
rarely dream of my older brother
and nO longer dream Of a 00by IS
body that is buried in the baserrent. My brother and I are no closer than before, but understanding
has released me fran the chains of
dislike which had bound rre.

'IYI...EIDL I.REAfvE
A friend of mine and I have both
noticed that when we occasional!y
take Tylenol for flare-ups of arthritis we have !IDre dreams, that
is, we seem to rffiB!Iber than betWhen we stop taking Tylenol
ter.
We were
dream recall declines.
wondering if anyone else has noticed the sane, or sane thing simi-

lar either with that medication or
I 1 ve heard that in geneanother.
ral medication and drugs usua1l y
work the opposite way and suppresI'd like to hear
ses dreaming.
fran anyone with similar experiences.
JERRY ffiJAN
1725 RUE ANDRE
TF.RRE Ill IAC
Mis.<ll.JRI63628
ENI1TIES
Sfl'ARA1E
'IHREE
-· -----I dreamt that I was with a
friend and his friend, whan I've
never met. As they were discussing
sanething, I realized I was dreaming. What I tried to do was telepathically manipulate the stranger
into disagreeing with my friend. As
the stranger replied to what my
friend was saying he stopped in
looked at me and
mid-sentence,
said, ''F--k you, Sam, I know what
you're trying to do." I was stunned. I asked, ''How in the war ld did
you know? That ITffii1S you could read
my mind."
'~t 's right"
''But if I'm dreaming and I'm
the one that's real and producing
thought, how come I can't read your
mind?"
''Effause the hrnan mind is like
outer space, there are no boundaries. CX!e mind can be one hundred
people at the sane tinE. While he
(my friend) and I were talking, you
were thinking about IIBking rre disagree, all at the sane tinE. Three
thought processes going on sirrultaneously.
Then I said, "If that's true,
then I shou 1d be able to read your
mind."
He said, '-rhe reason I could
read your mind is because your mind
is real. The reason you can't read
my mind is because there is no mind
to read."
I said, "Cll shit, how come I
never thought of this?"
''You just did."
Then I woke up.
SAM1Y urn
1126 WII.l..aXliBY AVENUE
BRCU<LYN, NY 11237
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NARRATIVE FDR£ FID1
SWAMPY CREE INDIANS

THE

(

Excerpted fran The Wishing Pone
Naa:atiYe.._Poons___frgn the
S~y .. Cree~Indians gathered and
translated by Howard NoiTIBil).

SlAPPE!) THE WATER

~.

Reprinted with the consent of the
author.

Things that wash up
I live in.
Old dead reeds
wash up
at the edge
of the lake.
I cur1 up in than.
I live in them awhile.

This gir1 !mew pond noises well,
beaver tail-slapping
and the sound of trees falling
into water
because of beavers.
You could find her footprints going
down to the pond, and saretilres see
her listening in it through a reed.
She must have heard
other water noises that way.
I didn't ask about that, no,
but once I saw her slap the water
with her hand and laugh.
later, I looked in her
teeth for bark chips!
Then we both laughed.

I can do this.
I've no fear of this.

I don't think she ever did
any tree chewing though.

The shells
that wash up
in the river.
No snails in them.
All cleaned out by the water
tumbling.
I live in them awhile.

I didn't

Anything.
All things.
Things that wash up
I live in.

So now I go walking
with the sounds of water
in my ears.
little creek sound.
Swift river sound.
The sound of waves on a lake.
I walk toward thEm.
Ch wash up new things
for me to live in!

aS<.

I try to IJEke wishes right
but saretilres it doesn' t '-Ork.
CXlce, I wished a tree upside dawn
and its branches were
where the roots should have been!
The squirrels had to ask the rroles
'~w do we get down there
to get hane?"
CXle ti.r!E it happened that way.
Then there was the tinE,
I r6IBI!ber now,
I wished a IIEil upside down
and his feet were where his hands
should have been!
In the rrorning his shoes
had to ask the birds
"How do we fly up there
to get hane?"
One time it happened that way.

CXle day I wished myself
am:mg frogs
and have been living with them
trying to get their medicine.
A day a while ago
I left the swamp and returned hane.
P.ut all my wife wanted
was my legs!
She said
''YaJ I.fXX( LIKE A FRO:; MJoJ! I'
NcM I'm back
trying to get the medicine.
It's been half my life now.
Ib you think they're tricking me?

.;, tJiiiia... -.
(

~-..~.
BM.M

This is to pass along sare
quotations
fran The Tarrytown
Letter (O::tober 83) that might be
useful to the fulletin.
Fran an interview with Jai!Eke
Highwater, Blackfeet/01erokee:
''Fran my nother I learned to
stay alive by dreaming myself into
existence - no matter haw IIEilY
forces attEmpted to negate or to
confine my sense of identity and
pride. Fran her I learned that
everything is real.
This ignorance of dreams and
the non-rational has been one of
the primary failings of our ti.r!E.
P.ut not for primal peoples; they
have quite a different view of
dreams and hallucinations.
Native
peoples !mow
the
richness of deling with the inner
core."
From another section:
The '-Ord 11 pcl\\QW11 literally
means, ''he dreams".

CAROLYN M-lJNffiCN
APT. 822
3001 cmNFITiaiT AVE. , NW
WASH:W;IOO, rc 2cxre

•
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cont. fran pg. 20
facilitator's role is merely to
begin the process,
keep it going,
mJVe the group fran one task to
another depending upon which dreamwork technique your group uses, and
end the meeting.
Sixth, there are l1B11Y dreamwork techniques suitable for smll
groups of five to eight people.
Here are sare suggested sources for
learning than.
t-bntague Ull!1B11' s
Working with Dreams
is a classic and has been used by
l1B11Y groups over the years with
great success.
Ann Faraday's The
Dream Came will also give you ideas
to work fran.
Jerany Taylor's
Dream Work has several chapters on
what dream groups can do in working
with dreams. You'll find that sare
techniques are so structured that
you will be able to work on only
one person's dream each meeting, or
perhaps two if they are short ones.
Other strategies allow nanbers to
pair off to work on a dream, and
sare methods allow each person to
work on his or her dream sim.ll taneously with other nanbers and then
share the results at the end of the
meeting. Experiment with different
methods and select the one or ones
that your group feels canfortable
with.
Seventh, whichever method you
select, two principles stressed by
Dr. Ull!1B11 are imperative: discovery and protection. A dreaiiEr wants
to discover as l1B11Y meanings, insights, and revelations in his or
her dream as possible.
That's why
other nanbers' CaJID2Ilts and insights are important.
fh.A=ver, no
one wants to be told what a dream
IIHlilS.
Wy the dreaiiEr knows for
sure, and therefore, the method of
dreamwork should create a rich
reservoir of possible interpretations to assist the dreaiiEr in
understanding the dream better.
Keep in mind that every dream has
more than one interpretation.
Furthenrore, each nanber in a
dream group must be guided by the
desire to protect the dreaiiEr who
has shared a dream.
Discovery and
protection are automatically built

into Dr.
Ull!1B11' s process, the
beauty of which is that whenever
anyone discusses the dreaiiEr' s
dream it is always spoken about as
if it were his or her dream and not
the dreamer's.
In this way, each
person reveals his or her own hangups, concerns, wishes, and fears
to help the dreaiiEr recognize alternative meanings.
In so doing no
one in the group ever tells the
dreaiiEr what the dream IIHlilS. Ch
the contrary, nanbers lay forth
their own possible meanings and by
so doing expmd the realm of the
dream as it is filtered through
each individual's own personal perceptions. By the end of the meeting, the dreaiiEr is delightfully
surprised to discover that the
dream contained so much infonrntion!
At that point, the dreaiiEr
IIBY have caJE to sare new conclusions about the dream which can
then be shared with the group or
kept private if the dreaiiEr so
desires.
If these guidelines are rigorously stressed in your group, no
IIBtter whose method of dreamwork
you use, you need never fear that
anyone will try to psychologize
your personal problems or badger
you with pet Freudian or Jungian
interpretations that might distort
the dream beyond recognition or
force you to reveal personal concerns that you wish to keep private.
Eighth, don't be discouraged
if only three or four people respond to your call for dreaiiErs.
Sare dreaiiErs, you know, are still
asleep! If you find no one interested at the time, you're still not
alone.
You've got your drea.rn buddy!
The two of you can begin to
share dreams regular1y and in time,
as you grow in self--kncMledge derived fran your dream explorations
and talk over your experiences with
friends, neighbors, and C()--V.Orkers,
you'll find that others will want
to join you.
\o.brking with dreams
is infectious because dreaming is
such a universal experience and the
desire to understand ourselves is

so deeply rooted in hUill3Il nature.
Dream on, and rEIIallber that ~ do
not dream for ourselves alone.
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· ·DREAMWATCH· ·

by ThCJIBS Ihle Cowan

So IIBI1Y readers have written a&king for suggestions on ho.v to
organize dream groups in their
caJIJllll1ities that we felt it would
be easier to devote this issue's
column to the question rather than
resJX>nd individually.
Besides, at
best all we can offer are general
guidelines that we hope are as
applicable to other parts of the
country as we have found then to be
in Brooklyn, M:l.rlhattan, long Island, and New Jersey.
So here
goes:
First, don't try to organize a
dream group alone.
Get a friend
with an interest in dreaiiB to help
you.
Everyone needs a dream buddy
for rmral support and for generating ideas and strategies.
Second, announce your intention to fonn a dream club in as
IIBI1Y sympathetic places as are
available to you.
New Age bookstores, health food stores, carmunity service bulletin boards such
as local Y' s, college campuses,
senior citizen centers, and neighborhood centers. Run free ads in
neighborhood newspapers and coomunity announc6IY211t spots on local
radio stations. Call the psychology department of a local college
and ask to speak to srne professor
with an interest in dreaiiB who
might be willing to announce your
dream group to classes.
Leave no
stone unturned. Try anything. The
point is to get the v.ord out.
You ooy want to fonn a group
of people with similar backgrounds
and interests, such as age, sex,
llErital status, occup3tion, particular hobbies or avocations. There
is a dream group of rmthers with
smll children on long Island, one
of writers in M:mhattan, and on
campuses there are dream groups

composed of students oojoring in
the sarre subject or living in the
sarre residence.
A lurogeneous
dream group has obvious advantages
because you dream and speak fran a
collective pOOl of shared experiences. CA1 the other hand, a group of
people of diverse ages, interests,
and backgrounds has the advantage
of illuminating a dream fran varied
and excitingly different perspectives.
Protabl y you should decide
on the tasis of which type of dream
group wruld be easier for you to
fonn at the llllreilt.
Third, in your armounc6IY211ts
have people call you or
your
friend.
~t interested people
over the phone first, get their
phone nunbers, and find out what
ti.rres of the week they could l!Eet.
Fourth, let the first l!Eeting
be a loosely run open-house where
you introduce yourselves, get to
!mow one another, share your interests in dreaiiB, and explain to
each other why you like dreaiiB and
what you usually do with then.
This is a good technique anytinE
srneone new joins your group. t1:rn-bers should share with the ~aner
their dream histories and current
interests in dreams.
Decide how often you would
like to meet.
A weekly meeting is
ideal, but for practical reasons,
once a week ooy be too often and

you'll have to get together every
two or three weeks. You'll prohab-1y find, however, that once a rmnth
is not enough.
CXlce a week allows
IIBilbers to get to !mow each other
and keep updated on their dream
lives.
If you have a large response to
your announcerents,
say ten or
rmre, you might want to fonn two
separate groups.
You'll find that
too IIBI1Y people at regular meetings
is not conducive to the intillEte
give-and-take of talking about
dreams.
Five to eight people is
ideal in terms of I~BM.geability
when all are present and allows the
group to still function if one or
two people have to miss. With less
that ten people you'll quickly get
to know, trust, and support each
other so that you can share even
very private dreans.
Fifth, each meeting will require srneone to act as facilitator.
Pased on the group, you can
either rotate this role each rreeting or choose one person to handle
it regularly.
In any event, the
leader is not the expert. In dream
groups all nenbers are equal and
all dreams are equal. No one is an
expert.
And as each meeting ends
only the dreanEr who shared the
dream can validly decide what his
or her dream really IreanS.
The
cont. on pg. 19
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